Issue Topic

Related Picture

List of Print Books with Author’s name with call numbers
3 - 5 Books Include covers if possible

List of eBooks with either GVRL or Folletshelf instead of call number 2 - 4 Books Include covers if possible

List 2—3 of your most reliable websites include title of organization or website with the URL. Use bit.ly to shorten the URL if too long.

Issue Bookmark Instructions

Use Publisher—landscape setting.

Create one bookmark, then copy and paste your results 2 more times so you end up with 3 complete bookmarks

Include covers when possible, make the bookmark appealing.

When inserting your text box for your information you can go above and below the blue line margins a little bit if you need more room.

Email me your bookmarks when done.

Suggested Databases

Include 2 -3 Just post the logos